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‘NEST‘

THE CONCEPT
Mankind has always sought inspiration  from nature 

whether its food, clothing or shelter as it remains our 

most  uncorrupted source of inspiration!

We got  inspired by bird’s nest as in our primitive 

search for  shelter even  today…in this sci-fi world!

Just a simple  concentric formation of Bamboo make 

Our life-size nest is dedicated to Nature completely. ‘NEST‘ is the most common  

feature, close to human habitation and  LIVE always. 

As it could be built ,literally, out of anything  anywhere anyhow makes it more 

inspirational, economical ,of course keeping the functionality  at first.

Our work is not very Technical in its approach but it  does follow the  law of 

simplicity. Simply placing  of bammboo in a concentric manner resemble the 

twigs –leaves and adding Chirping sound  at the base achieves the  Biomimicry in 

landscape. One can be sure of joy and excitement just by looking at it.
Just a simple  concentric formation of Bamboo make 

our Installation  work ,the same simplicity  that birds –

the master builders follow while  making their nests  

which looks complex  but integrated and unique in it’s 

own way irrespective of it’s form,pattern,material, 

surface and technique.

THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE
Nests are missing, birds are disappearing. 

City is busy and jam packed. How much space  and 

time do we really need to recreate nature?

What would people like to hear while walking down  

their daily route in urban chaos-Car Horns or Birds 

landscape. One can be sure of joy and excitement just by looking at it.

Evolution of concept

their daily route in urban chaos-Car Horns or Birds 

singing-chirping?

Our artwork stands like a Nest Globe, along the 

pathway  calling out people  like a mimicking bird 

.Visitor may come there  wondering, look through it  

poking inside out and when he does it, becomes a 

part of it- a bird itself popping  up  of Nest!   

Isn’t it a recreation?

The nest is derived from the concept of bower birds  

nest  and the way he decorates it from outside with 

pebbles and blue color attractive plastic.

We want people to come inside the nest admiring it 

from all side. Be a bird ,Have your Nest!
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THE TECHNICAL PRINCIPLE
Components: 19 concentric metal rings  making a elliptical Globe diameter at center (15mmx15mm hollow box section, metal base connecting all the metal 

rings, Bamboo tubes of different lengths.

Proposed is a elliptical globe made of 19 concentric rings attached to the 4 metal arcs attached to a metal base.   9 no. Bamboo tubes to be mounted on each 

metal ring like twigs. The base is made of metal and bamboo covering. A 1 meter pebble bed and some blue color plastic stepping bases are placed at the 

entrance  of the nest just like the decoration made by bower birds to attract attention.
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Side View Showing All Rings With Different Colors.
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